<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - ART BLAKEY. Three black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. One to depict Art Blakey and Billy Taylor in conversation, two to depict Art Blakey in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ SAXOPHONISTS. Four black and white and one colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously Ben Webster (x2), Charlie Rouse, Benny Golson and Bill Hardman. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the a ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ SAXOPHONISTS. Six black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Charlie Ventura, Booker Ervin, Branford Marsalis, Cannonball Adderley and Dexter Gordon. Image of Cannonball Adderley appears in Goldblatt's 'Newport ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ SAXOPHONISTS. Six black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Hank Mobley (note deteriorated condition of negative), Gerry Mulligan, Lester Young &amp; Jimmy Rushing, Lester Young &amp; Roy Eldridge and Johnny Griffin. ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ SAXOPHONISTS. Five black and white and two colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Jimmy Giuffre, Paul Quinichette and Phil Woods. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative( ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ SAXOPHONISTS. Six black and white and one colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Seldon Powell, Charlie Mariano and Frank Foster. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative( ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ SAXOPHONISTS. Seven black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Jackie Mclean, Sahib Shihab, Sonny Stitt (note poor quality of one of two negatives), Ken McIntyre, JJ Johnson. Please note that the watermark is i ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ TROMBONISTS. Six black and white and two colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Benny Morton, Benny Powell, Wilbur De Paris, Lou Blackburn, JJ Johnson and Curtis Fuller. To include an image used in Goldblatt's 'Jazz ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ PIANISTS. Six black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Billy Taylor, Cecil Taylor, Duke Jordan, Don Friedman, George Russell and George Shearing. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only n ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ PIANISTS. Six black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Mary Lou Williams, Hank Jones, Herman Foster, Horace Silver, Johnny Costa and Mose Allison. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ PIANISTS. Five black and white and one colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Junior Mance, Phineas Newborn and Ramsey Lewis. The shot of Ramsey Lewis appears in Goldblatts' 'Newport Jazz Festival'. Please note that ...[more]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ PIANISTS. Seven black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Tommy Flanagan, Wynton Kelly, Alonzo Levister and Jaki Byard. Image of Wynton Kelly was used for the cover of 'Kelly's Blue'. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ PIANISTS. Two colour and two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Jimmy Smith and John Lewis on stage and at Newport Festival. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ TRUMPETS. Six black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Blue Mitchell, Booker Little, Cootie Williams, Buck Clayton, Don Ellis and Freddie Hubbard. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ TRUMPETS. Two colour and three black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Lee Morgan, Jonah Jones, Kenny Dorham, Shorty Baker. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ TRUMPETS. Five black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Wynton Marsalis in NYC, Howard McGhee and Donald Byrd at Newport. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ TRUMPETS. Two approx 11.5 x 3.5cm strips of black and white film roll from the archive of Burt Goldblatt, each with three images on each. To depict Max Roach performing and backstage. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ DRUMMERS. Four black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Buddy Rich, Lex Humphries, Roy Haynes. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negative is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - MAX ROACH. Two approx 11.5 x 3.5cm strips of black and white film roll from the archive of Burt Goldblatt, each with three images on each. To depict Max Roach performing and backstage. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ BASSISTS. Five black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Dave Holland, Eddie Safranski, Ernie Sheppard and Art Davis. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ BASSISTS. Five black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Jimmy Garrison, Oscar Pettiford, Paul Chambers and Ray Brown. The shot of Ray Brown appears in Goldblatt's 'Newport Jazz Festival'. Please note that the ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ VOCALISTS. Four black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Carmen Mcrae and Iola Brubeck, Jimmy Rushing, Sammy Davis Jnr. and an unidentified female singer. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JAZZ VOCALISTS. Four black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Carmen Mcrae and Iola Brubeck, Jimmy Rushing, Sammy Davis Jnr. and an unidentified female singer. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - BILLIE HOLLIDAY. A black and white approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Billie Holliday posing in front of a wall, making a face circa 1958. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - COMPOSERS/BANDLEADERS. One colour, one black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives and a strip of 35mm film with three images on from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Lee Konitz (on 35mm strip), Johnny Richards and Lionel Hampton. Please note that the wa ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - BILLIE HOLLIDAY. A black and white approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Billie Holliday posing in front of a wall, making a face circa 1958. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...
| 24A  | BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - BILLIE HOLLIDAY. A black and white approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Billie Holliday standing in front of a tree in Central Park in 1958 as seen in 'Burt Goldblatt's Jazz Gallery 1'. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. [more] |
| 25   | BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - BILLIE HOLLIDAY. A black and white approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Billie Holiday smoking a cigarette backstage at Newport Jazz Festival. Image is included in Goldblatt's 'Newport Jazz Festival'. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. [more] |
| 25B  | BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - BILLIE HOLLIDAY. A black and white approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Billie Holliday onstage at Newport Jazz Festival. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. [more] |
| 26   | BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - BILLIE HOLLIDAY. A black and white approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Billie Holliday wearing a fur. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. [more] |
| 26B  | BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - BILLIE HOLLIDAY. A black and white approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict a close up shot of Billie Holliday in a park. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. [more] |
| 27   | BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - BILLIE HOLLIDAY. A black and white approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Billie Holliday in a park. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. [more] |
| 27B  | BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - BILLIE HOLLIDAY. A black and white approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Billie Holliday backstage at Newport Jazz Festival. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. [more] |
| 28   | BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - BILLIE HOLLIDAY. A black and white approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Billie Holiday smoking a cigarette. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. [more] |
| 28B  | BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - BILLIE HOLLIDAY. A black and white approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict a close up shot of Billie Holliday. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. [more] |
| 29   | BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - CHARLES MINGUS. One black and white and one colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Charles Mingus playing chess and backstage at Newport, smoking a pipe. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. [more] |
| 29B  | BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - CHARLES MINGUS. One black and white and one colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Charles Mingus studying a chess board. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. [more] |
| 30   | BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - CHARLES MINGUS. Two black and white and one colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict a close up of Charles Mingus playing piano and at Newport Jazz Festival. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. [more] |
| 31   | BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - CHARLES MINGUS. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Charles Mingus at Newport Jazz Festival. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. [more] |
31B BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - CHARLES MINGUS. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Charles Mingus in the studio and at the piano with a pipe. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***T...[more]

32 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - CHARLES MINGUS. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Charles Mingus backstage at Newport Jazz Festival and at the piano with a pipe. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negatively ...[more]

32B BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - CHARLES MINGUS. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Charles Mingus playing chess at home and a close up of him playing. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...[more]

33 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - CHARLES MINGUS. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Charles Mingus smoking a pipe in the studio and backstage at Newport Jazz Festival in 1963. To include an image featured in Goldblatt's 'Jazz Gallery 1'. Please no ...[more]

33B BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - CHARLES MINGUS. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Charles Mingus in Columbia studio and backstage at Newport Jazz Festival. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...[more]

34 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - CHARLIE PARKER. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Charlie Parker, both in close up. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being of ...[more]

34B BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - CHARLIE PARKER. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Charlie Parker, firstly in a mockup by Goldblatt used for the cover of 'Bird on 52nd Street' and also on stage. Please note that the watermark is in the digital up ...[more]

35 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - CHARLIE PARKER. Three black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Charlie Parker, firstly in a mockup by Goldblatt used for the cover of 'Bird on 52nd Street' and playing sax. Please note that the watermark is in the digital up ...[more]

36 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - COLEMAN HAWKINS. Four black and white and one colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Coleman Hawkins variously: in the studio, in the studio on his last recording session, performing backstage. Please note that the watermark is in ...[more]

37 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - COUNT BASIE. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Count Basie in the studio. Features a shot included in Goldblatt's 'Jazz Gallery 1'. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative ...[more]

37B BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - COUNT BASIE. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Count Basie napping in the studio and backstage at Newport Jazz Festival. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased ...[more]

38 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - COUNT BASIE. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Count Basie in the studio at the piano. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being ...[more]

38B BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - COUNT BASIE. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Count Basie in the studio at the piano. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being ...[more]
39 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - COUNT BASIE. Two black and white and one colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Count Basie in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are bei ...[more]

39B BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - COUNT BASIE. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Count Basie in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are bei ...[more]

40 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - COUNT BASIE. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Count Basie, relaxing in the studio and with another musician. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. *** ...[more]

40B BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - COUNT BASIE. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Count Basie, backstage and in the studio. To include an image used in Goldblatt's 'Jazz Gallery 1'. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not t ...[more]

41 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - DIZZY GILLESPIE. Three colour and one black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Dizzy Gillespie variously: in the studio, performing, backstage at Newport. To include an image used in Goldblatt's book 'Newport Jazz Festival'. ...[more]

42 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - DIZZY GILLESPIE. Four black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Dizzy Gillespie variously: backstage at Newport Jazz Festival, on stage at Newport and in close up. To include two images used in Goldblatt's 'Newport Jazz Festi ...[more]

43 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - DIZZY GILLESPIE. Four black and white and one colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Dizzy Gillespie variously: in the studio with his head in his hands, on stage at Town Hall 1971, playing chess, backstage at Newport Jazz Festival ...[more]

44 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - DUKE ELLINGTON. Four black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Duke Ellington variously: playing in the studio, on stage at Newport, in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual n ...[more]

45 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - DUKE ELLINGTON. Four black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Duke Ellington variously: reading a letter in the studio circa 1969, during an interview and in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload ...[more]

46 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - DUKE ELLINGTON. Three black and white and one colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Duke Ellington at the piano and in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ...[more]

47 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - ELLA FITZGERALD. A black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Ella Fitzgerald on stage at Newport Jazz Festival. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negativ ...[more]

47B BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - ELLA FITZGERALD. A black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Ella Fitzgerald on stage. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being offered for ...[more]

48 BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - HERBIE MANN WITH OWL. A black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Herbie Mann posing with a small owl perched atop his flute. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ...[more]
BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - HERBIE MANN. Seven black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Herbie Mann variously: in the studio and playing. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are ...[more]

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JOE COCKER. A black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Joe Cocker exercising his vocal chords on stage. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are ...[more]

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JOHN COLTRANE. A black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict John Coltrane in the studio, shot in close up. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are ...[more]

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JOHN COLTRANE. A black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict John Coltrane at Newport Jazz Festival, counting his cash. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are ...[more]

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JOHN COLTRANE. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict John Coltrane on stage at Birdland and in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are ...[more]

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JOHN COLTRANE. One black and white and one colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict John Coltrane backstage at Newport Jazz Festival. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ...[more]

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JOHN COLTRANE. A colour, approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict John Coltrane napping in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being offered for ...[more]

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - JOHN COLTRANE. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict a tired John Coltrane in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being ...[more]

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - LOUIS ARMSTRONG. Five black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Louis Armstrong in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being off ...[more]

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - LOUIS ARMSTRONG. Four black and white and one colour, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Louis Armstrong in the studio, with Velma Middleton and on stage at Newport. Image of Armstrong/Middleton appears in Goldblatt's 'Newport Jazz Fes ...[more]

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - MAL WALDRON. Three black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Mal Waldron playing backstage, with close ups. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives ...[more]
57  BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - MARTIAL SOLAL. Five black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict variously: Martial Solal backstage at Newport, posing for the camera, and in close up. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual ...

58  BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - MILES DAVIS. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Miles Davis in close up. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being offered for co ...

59  BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - MILES DAVIS. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Miles Davis in close up. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being offered for co ...

60  BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - MILES DAVIS. A black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Miles Davis smoking in a hotel room. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being offer ...

61  BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - MILES DAVIS. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Miles Davis in a hotel room, and watering plants in the same room. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ...

62  BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - MILES DAVIS. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Miles Davis in a hotel room, and watering plants in the same room. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ...

63  BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - MILES DAVIS. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict a fresh faced Miles Davis on stage at Newport. Includes an image used in Goldblatt's 'Newport Jazz Festival'. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload ...

63A BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - MILES DAVIS. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Miles Davis performing at Newport and a close up portrait. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The ...

64  BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - MILES DAVIS. Three black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Miles Davis, Gerry Mulligan and Frances Davis in the audience at Newport. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) pu ...

65  BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - MILT JACKSON. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Milt Jackson performing. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being offered for c ...

66  BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - NAT ADDERLEY. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Nat Adderley backstage at Newport and in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negat ...

67  BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - ORNETTE COLEMAN. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Ornette Coleman. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being offered for collec ...

68  BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - QUINCY JONES. Three black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict a young Quincy Jones. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being offered for co ...
BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - SONNY ROLLINS. Five black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Sonny Rollins variously: backstage at Newport in 1962, playing in the studio and in close up. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - STAN GETZ. Three black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Stan Getz variously: with his family backstage at Newport in 1957, again backstage at Newport and in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased.

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - THAD JONES. Six black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Thad Jones in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being offered for co ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - THELONIOUS MONK. Three black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives and a 35mm strip from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Thelonious Monk variously: backstage at Boston in 1971, on stage at Newport, backstage at Newport and playing at the piano. Please note that the ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - THELONIOUS MONK. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Thelonious Monk backstage at Newport. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negatives are being offered for co ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - THELONIOUS MONK. Two black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Thelonious Monk backstage at Newport and in the studio. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - THELONIOUS MONK. One colour and one black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Thelonious Monk backstage at Newport. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) purchased. ***The negative(s) purchased.

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - THELONIOUS MONK. One colour and one black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Thelonious Monk with Sonny Stitt, Max Roach, Ben Riley and Howard McGhee and with Mingus backstage at Boston Garden in 1971, which appears in Goldb ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - ZOOT SIMS. Eleven black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negatives from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict Zoot Sims variously: in the studio, on stage at Newport, backstage at Newport. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only not the actual negative(s) ...

BURT GOLDBLATT ARCHIVE - MILES DAVIS. A black and white, approx 6x6cm photo negative from the archive of Burt Goldblatt. To depict an astonishingly fresh faced Miles Davis on stage at Newport. Appears in Goldblatt's 'Newport Jazz Festival'. Please note that the watermark is in the digital upload only...